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Ron Gilad creates lozenge perimeter profile shelves that penetrate the wall, questioning our perception of the walls
and turning them into objects to fascinate and conquer us. Shelves with lozenge perimeter profile that penetrate
the wall throwing our perception of walls into doubt. MDF covered in different woods, invisible shelf support
in zinc-coated metal. Available also in painted colours. It is part of the Ron Gilad Grado° furnishing collection.
FEATURES
Tapered shelves with lozenge perimeter profile.
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FINISHES
eucalyptus - grey oak - graphite oak - American walnut - matt lacquered colours in the Molteni range

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SHELVES
MDF covered with oak (Quercus), American walnut (Juglans nigra), Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus) or painted
in colours from the Molteni range. Invisible shelf support in zinc-coated metal.

DIMENSIONS
2—
2

shelf
W 1530 D 365 th 30
W 60 1/4” D 14 3/8” th 1 1/8”

Notes
Max load 20 kg evenly distributed
lower part

dx right version

”

/8”

1500 59

”

320 12 5

sx left version

105 4 1/8

Reductions
No reductions of any kind
are possible

365

14 3/8”

1530 60 1/4”
GM1503 dx - sx
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chalk white

ivory

pearl

silica

sand

platinum

dune

clay

dolomite grey

RUBY

caramel

moka

mustard

cadmium

light blue grey

baltic green

lead

anthracite

black

BRONZE

GREY

lessless red

only matt lacquer

STOPSOL

plaster lacquered
CARTAPAGLIA lacquered
only Gliss Master

etched coloured glass

coloured glass

glossy lacquer

IX.2016

matt lacquer
open GRAIN lacquer

FINISHES
MOLTENI&C
RANGE

FINISHES
MOLTENI&C
RANGE
IX.2016

woods

marbles

metal parts

eucalyptus

white carrara

black chrome

american walnut

RED LAGUNA

shiny aluminium

GRAPHITE OAK

emperador dark

pewter colour

grey oak

black marquina

copper

black oak

SAHARA NOIR

dwell
door frame, track covering profilES
dark elm

anodised aluminium

GRES
light elm

white

cedar

anthracite

The finishes shown are indicative and refer to the entire production range. We recommend that you consult the
“Colour Range” samples which shown the complete range of finishes, including those not shown here. Molteni&C
reserves the right to modify the range without warning.

brown aluminium

